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Who as played the biggest roles in making expensive
sneakers a necessity and an obessesion in the hip-hop
community?

Question 1



How have they influenced the hip-hop community when it
comes to having expensive shoes?

Rappers
1986 RunDMC “My Adidas”
2004 Nelly “Air Force Ones”

Athletes
1986 Michael Jordan “Is It The Shoes?”
2004 Lebron James - Zoom Generation1

Commercial

Rappers & Professional Athletes



Most famous rappers and athletes have shoe contracts
with major shoe companies.

Rappers & Professional Athletes



Rappers-50 Cent with Reebok



Rappers-Snoop Dog with Pony



Rappers-Jay Z with Reebok



Rappers-Kanye West (Nike exclusives)



Some famous NBA athletes
sponsored by Nike

Lebron James



Kobe Bryant

Some famous NBA athletes
sponsored by Nike



Tim Duncan

Some famous NBA athletes
sponsored by Adidas



Kevin Garnett

Some famous NBA athletes
sponsored by Adidas



Ladainian Tomlinson

Some famous NFL athletes
sponsored by Nike



Adrian Peterson

Some famous NFL athletes
sponsored by Nike



Reggie Bush

Some famous NFL athletes
sponsored by Adidas



Mario Williams

Some famous NFL athletes
sponsored by Adidas



What are some of the obvious ways that hip-hop has
influenced some African American communities?

Question 2



Through my research I have learned that there are some
very familiar places in Chicago to go and buy hip-hop style
shoes and clothing. Not malls, but shopping locations that
have various stores with expensive shoes.

Location 1-47th Street
-from 4700 S. King Drive to 4700 S. Indiana
-about a 1 mile stretch of stores

Location 2-Madison Ave
-from Madison and Central Park to Madison and 
Pulaski
-about a 2 mile stretch of stores

Chicago



Location 3-Marathon Gas Stations
8900 South Ashland
Southside of Chicago

Chicago



“47th Street”
-Total number of stores= 20+
-Total number of stores that sell shoes= 12

Hot Spots
Cisco Shoes

Shoe price range  $70-$174.99
Snyx Shoes

Shoe price range$79.99-$325

Location 1



“Madison Ave”
-Total number of stores= 50+
-Total number of stores that sell shoes= 22

Hot Spots
Jay Bees Clothing

Shoe price range  $39.99-$275
Athlete’s Foot

Shoe price range  $49.99-$250

Location 2



Location 3



Location 3



Location 3



To show the ways in which hip-hop influences some
African American communities. Hip-hop celebrates
fashion and expensive footwear which leads to
obsessions with expensive sneakers which then leads to
a sense of belonging a feeling of acceptance within the
the community. My intentions are to expose the traps
that the members of the hip-hop community fall into.

Intentions



This research fits within existing art and design
knowledge because these are current design and
marketing issues going on in the hip-hop community
today. The marketing area of design in greatly
affecting a culture and has used art forms, such as
hip-hop and fashion to make money.

How does this research fit within
existing art and design knowledge?



The evidence I have collected consists of
conversations, observations, self documentations, a
d questionnaires from member of the hip-hop
community. I have collected images that show the
effects of the obsession of expensive sneakers. I have
also gathered songs and videos that show how hip-
hop and athletes have influenced the obsession of
expensive sneakers.

What evidence do you need to
collect and your methods?



What are your qualifications
to do the project?

I qualify to do this project because I consider myself a
member of the hip-hop community. I grew up listening to
hip-hop music and I myself have fallen into the traps that
led me to an obsession with overpriced, name brand
sneakers. I personally have a 50+ pair collection from over
the past 3 years. Averaging to almost 2 pair of new,
unnecessary, sneakers a month. I have also estimated that
I have spent nearly $10,000 on sneakers and clothes over
the past 3 years. I am qualified because I have been
influenced.



What is its contribution to
the field of art and design?

My contributes to the fields of art and design because
it observes the effects designs and marketing have on
the hip-hop community.




